Flow Game Host Training
Belgium, July 2020

Once again, we are happy to announce a Flow Game host training in Belgium.
This time the training is organised in collaboration with Damien Versele, Talentum Coaching and will
take place close to Zulte in the east-flemish region of Belgium.

Getting Ready
If you are interested in joining the Flow Game host training, please read and digest the attached
Flow Game host compact.
The Flow Game host compact includes the narrative and underlying pattern of the Flow Game, and
furthermore it describes very well the spirit and the process by which we would like to pass the
Flow Game on to you. The Flow Game host compact is also the agreement between you as a new
Flow Game host and the Flow Game vanguard.
If you decide to join the Flow Game Host Training, please register on www.heinnielsen.com/registration

More information
In the training, we will be exploring the basic pattern of the Flow Game and the potential and
scope of the process behind, as well as the art of organising, hosting and harvesting the Flow
Game with people in all kind of contexts.
If you need more information about the Flow Game itself, please visit www.flowgame.net

Training Fee and Payment
The training fee for the training is €2000 and covers the days of training, your Flow Game package
(cloth, dice, personal + team cards, bag) and any other materials + food & drinks during the
training.
● If you can pay the full price it will be much appreciated — as that allows us to train and
provide games to new Flow Game hosts in other part of the world with a challenged
economical context.
● If you cannot pay the full price — do not worry, but please get in contact with us.
There is flexibility in case you wish to make a payment plan and pay in e.g. 2-3 instalments over a
certain period.
Please contact jan@heinnielsen.com for any questions and clarification you need.
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Program
Date

Time

What

Monday 6 July

12:30
13:00
13:30 – 17:00

Arrival
Welcome and Check-in
Flow Game training

Tuesday 7 July

09:00
09:30
10:00 – 17:00

Arrival and morning coffee
Check-in
Flow Game training

Wednesday 9 July

09:00
09:30
10:00 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:00
14:00 – 17:00
17:00 – 18:00

Arrival and morning coffee
Check-in
Flow Game training
Lunch
Prep time for new hosts
Flow Game – local community of participants
Reflection and check-out for new hosts

The venue for the training will be: Atelier Leven, Waalbeekstraat 83, 9870 Zulte – Belgium.
If you need accommodation during the training, there are some Bed & Breakfasts in the area and
furthermore there is also a possibility for camping (tent or barn) at the training venue. If you need
support for this, please contact Damien Versele in advance on damien@talentum-coaching.be or +32
(0)494-89.64.23
If you have any further questions about the Flow Game, your preparation and economy or the
training process, please do not hesitate to contact jan@heinnielsen.com
We are looking very much forward to be in learning and practice with you...!

With much appreciation,

Jan Hein Nielsen
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